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Summary 
 
Gunter Sondheim, born in November 1916, discusses being the youngest of two children, 
brother is 6 years older, mother was born in Münster, father was born in Dortmund, father was 
self-employed and became a merchant of imports such as grain/wheat, frequently worked with 
German government institutions, uncle was Paul Starburg and lived in Münster introduced him 
to engineering, Gunter lived in Düsseldorf during childhood, in 1938 brother immigrated to 
England, did not belong to any Jewish or non-Jewish organizations besides a tennis club, 
brother studied engineering in Munich and finished his studies in 1934, Gunter went to 
Switzerland to study engineering at age 19, in 1937 his passport required renewal, was told by 
the issuing officer to not come back to Germany because he “might not be able to get back 
out,” his uncle (not Paul Starburg) lived in Dusseldorf before moving to England in 1934, his 
uncle became an English citizen before WWI, his uncle returned to Germany, his uncle fought 
for German army in Romania and became an officer, his uncle manufactured bathroom 
equipment in Germany, American relatives lived in Cincinnati, Gunter went during Spring Break 
(March 1939) from Zürich to England to study English, returned to Switzerland , traveled by 
train across France (needed a French VISA), finished 6th semester at the Swiss Federal Institute 
of Technology (Zürich), in July 1939 went to England to study English, by that time his parents 
had moved to Richmond (England), needed a French VISA to return to Zürich to finish his last 
semester, was denied, in 1940 Gunter tried to return via boat through Italy, July 2nd  1940 
Gunter and father taken to Kenton Park (near London) for internment as refugees, next day 
father was taken to Isle of Man until October/November 1949, second day Gunter was taken to 
Huyton (near Liverpool), mother was not interned (70-years-old at the time), implied that 
volunteers would be sent to Canada, as part of a group of 5-6 Gunter volunteered, family 
bombed out of their Richmond home and moved to Dorking, British army guarded the 
volunteers on the boat to “Canada,” the boat was actually going to Australia, some damaged 
warships in the Australian harbor, organized groups and appointed leaders, some men in their 
50s some around 15-years-old, conditions were unsanitary, food was small and inadequate, 
mostly kept down below deck and not permitted on deck, Colonel Scott (court-martialed later 
on for treatment of internees and failing to prevent guards from abusing internees), medical 
officer and ship’s captain prevented from intervening by guards and Scott, deck leaders tried to 
remonstrate with the commanding officer (CO) without success, remaining valuables collected 
into one bag and “sent” to Australia to be retrieved at the camps, valuables were never 
recovered, guards encouraged troops rather than halted abuse, Gunter himself did not suffer ill 
treatment, meals consisted of bread, porridge, butter, and jam, fruit was included after leaving 
Cape Town (South Africa), sea-water showers, clothes deteriorated, wrote a brief diary, kept 
this diary every day, 150 pages, allowed to write letters but the letters would not be sent out 
immediately, continued to travel around Cape Town, Gunter became a member of the “luggage 
crew,” upon arrival at Fremantle (Australia) medical officers boarded the ship and were aghast 
at the conditions, were unaware the passengers were refugees, message sent to Canberra was 
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to refuse acceptance, medical officers examined passengers’ hands for skin diseases, anyone 
who was clean shaven was searched for razors, one man jumped ship and was not found, the 
voyage was around 56 days starting around 10th of July, September 6th arrival in Sydney, 
stopped in Melbourne and Fremantle, in Melbourne they unloaded some passengers, at Sydney 
they were boarded onto trains heading to Hay (Australia), 2,000 passengers in the trains, joined 
a group they named after a pub in Richmond (England), part of the “luggage group” who would 
go through luggage and try to identify the owners, able to send letters, the camp commandant 
encouraged education, arranged for courses and exams to be taken in camp, Sydney and 
Melbourne University and Student Christian Association under Ms. Holmes (from Melbourne), 
Gunter also had camp duties, involved with organizing sport activities (table tennis), Camp 7 
had hand ball teams, Camp 8 had soccer, stayed in Hay until May 1941, the next camp was 
called “Orange,” in July 1941 they moved to Truro, did not have access to newspapers or radio, 
correspondence was censored, discussion of camp conditions in correspondence prohibited, 
conditions in Hay gradually improved, Gunter starting earning a small wage, helped with repairs 
for the army, Captain Braunton, had approved VISA applications for USA, met his wife after 
being discharged from the army in 1946, finished courses at Melbourne Tech, worked for a 
manufacturing company, joined a private company importing machines (mostly from Germany), 
in February 1956 became a manager of engineering with another company for 24 years, left in 
1980, had a job as a representative for a company called Boith, returned to Germany in 1957, 
remarried, travelled internationally and domestically, Gunter continues the interview discussing 
conditions during the 1930s and 40s 
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